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Abstract

Considering certain derived categories on coherent D- modules is
constructed a moduli space of equivalences between objects of a com-
plex holomorphic bundle and a sheaf of coherent D- modules, which
are determined for a generalized Penrose transform in the derived cat-
egories level, whose images are Hecke categories on L- holomorphic
bundles. These co-cycles represent solutions of the field equations
where a particular case are the massless field equations with different
heliticies hpkq.
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1 Introduction

Part of our research object is centered in the extension of the equivalences
space of the type H1pU,OPpkqq � kerpU,lhpkqq, [1,2] under a more general
context given through the language of the D- modules, searching extend our
classification of differential operators of the field equations to context of the
G- invariant holomorphic bundles and obtain a complete classification of all
the different operators of the curved analogous onM [3-5]. Thus our moduli
space will be the of equivalences of the conformal classes in the algebraic D-
modules with coefficients in a coherent sheaf [5]. One way to the obtaining
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of this equivalences space, is analyse the origin of structure of the com-
plexes that define the microscopic structure of the space-timeM. Through
of this way we can establish in one natural form equivalences (isomor-
phisms) between derived categories [6-7] considering complexes analogous
to O0

Pphq Ñ . . .Oi
Pphq Ñ Oi`1

P phq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ 0, whereP, is an integral transform
associated to a double fibration, used to represented holomorphic solutions
of the generalized wave equation [2,3], with helicities parameter h. To the
micro-local context we need a regularity theorem subjacent to these integral
transforms given on D- modules complexes ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ E j´1 Ñ E j Ñ E j`1 Ñ . . .

where the solution classes of the corresponding integral transforms are in
holomorphic vector G- bundles that correspond to L- holomorphic bun-
dles as consequence to the symplectic geometry born of the foliations in
Lagrangian submanifolds ofM, inside the problem of the uniqueness of the
integral transforms on the same coherent D- modules [3,4]. Likewise are
proposed the derived categories in the geometrical Langlands ramifications
problem as a special characterizing of the ramified field. Their ramifications
can be identified as degenerated cycles corresponding to orbits of coherent
D- modules of certain Moduli space that can be induced by an appropriate
Zuckerman functor obtained by a generalized Penrose transform developed
on derived categories of the moduli spaceMFlatpG,Cq [7, 8], to obtain classes
of objects in a moduli space of fields where the Lagrangians are submani-
folds of a Calabi-Yau manifold and have a field theory re-interpretation as
D-branes as P- modules [9-11].

2 Preliminary Definitions and Backgrounds

We consider the D- modules category ML
qcpDq, the category of quasi-coherent

left D- modules on X, being X, an analytic complex manifold. This category
is isomorphic to the category MR

qcpDq, of quasi-coherent right Dopp- modules
on X, [4]. Likewise for a category MqcpDq, we call by McohpDq, the corre-
sponding subcategory of coherent D- modules.

We consider a correspondence
S (2.1)

πÖ Œν,

X Y
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The manifolds X, and Y, when are analytic and complex manifolds, π,
and ν, are proper then pν, πq, induces a closed embedding

S ãÑ X ˆ Y, (2.2)

Also we difine ds “ dimCS, with dSzY “ dS ´ dY. We define the transform
of a sheaf F , on X, (more generality of an object of the derived category of
sheaves) as:

ΦSF “ Rπν´1F
“

dSzY

‰

, (2.3)

and we define the transform of DX- moduleM, like

ΦS˚M “ π˚Dν˚M, (2.4)

where π˚, and ν˚, denote the direct and inverse of π, and ν, respectively,
in the sense of the D- modules [3], and we consider also:

ΦSG “ Rν!π´1GrdSzXs, (2.5)

to a sheaf G, on Y. Then we have the formula:

ΦSRHomDX
pM,OXq “ RHomDY

pΦSM,OYq, (2.6)

which is deduced the formula to the sheaf on Y (coherent sheaf):

RΓpX; RHomDX
pMbΦSG,OXqqrdXs � RΓpY; RHomDY

pΦSMb G,OYqqrdYs,
(2.7)

This is the level of categorical equivalence of the transformation

F (2.8)

νÖ Œπ,

P M

that defines the classical Penrose transform 1 [5]. We want said dou-
ble fibration to the context of the right derived D- modules of the derived
category DbpMR

qcpDqq, because is necessary to give an equivalence with sub-
category of the right D- modules that have support in Y, to guarantee the
inverse image of Penrose transform that we denote asP´1 and with it obtain

1The Penrose transform is a geometrical integral transform that interprets elements of
various analytic cohomology groups on open subsets of complex projective 3-dimensional
space as solutions of linear differential equations on a Grassmannian of 2-dimensional
planes in a 4-dimensional space. In mathematical physics we are interested to obtain
solution clases of wave equation to different helicities.
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an image of closed range to P.

But we have the Kashiwara theorem which establishes the equivalence of
the subcategory of the right D- modules that have support in Y with the
direct image of a right derived functor deduced of a closed immersion.

We enounce the Kashiwara thorem.

Theorem 2.1 (Kashiwara) Let i : Y Ñ X, be the correspondence (2. 1), a
closed immersion. Then the direct image functor i`, is an equivalence of MR

qcpDiq

with the full subcategory of MR
qcpDq, consisting of modules with support in Y.

Proof. [5].

To define the images of direct functors to D- modules is necessary to use
derived categories. For it, we consider the derived category DbpMR

qcpD_qq,
the bounded derived category for right quasi-coherent Dν- modules of the
form:

Rν`pVq “ Rν˚pV bR
D νDYÑXq, (2.9)

whereV is the characteristic manifold and R is the right derived functor

R : MR
qcpD_q Ñ MR

qcpDq, (2.10)

Also r : Y Ñ X, and DYÑX “ ν˚pDq “ OY bν´1 pOXqν´1D. Then DYÑX, is a
right ν´1, D- module to the right multiplication in the second functor.

The equivalences of the Kashiwara's theorem preserve coherence and holo-
nomicity [4]. Then preserve conformability inM, 2 [1-3, 5].

Likewise, the motivation to use the integral geometry methods in field the-
ory to establish equivalences to determine solution classes to different field
equations comes from the interpreting of the Grassmannian G2,4pCq as the
complexification of the conformal compactification of Minkowski space. By
the theorem 2. 1, and some results on involutive manifolds by Oshima [6],
we can characterize certain spaces to the regularity of the Penrose transform
images in D- modules.

2M is a complex Riemannian manifold of the 4-dimension. Of fact is the Kaehlerian
manifold. To our study in integral geometry we considerM � G2,4pCq
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A micro-local analysis carry us to generalize the Penrose transform in the
derived categories context to the obtaining of a moduli space of equiva-
lences between Lagrangian submanifolds and m- folds of a Calabi-Yau man-
ifold. This precisesly we want prove to field invariant on complex of certain
sheaves whose germs are the differential operators of the field equations and
where these germs correspond to elements of holomorphic G- bundles.

3 Characteristic Cycles and Equivalences

The construction of characteristic cycles can be established when Kashiwara's
theorem equivalences associate to every object ofG (coherent sheaf on Y ) of
this category, a Lagrangian cycle CypGq P Λ, @y P Y, intoM “ T˚Z which is
a cone (invariant under rescalling of cotangent fibers) [7].

If G is the structure sheaf of a closed submanifold like the given by Λ in
the double fibration

Λ (3.1)

p1|ΛÖ Œp2|Λ

T ˆ X T ˆ Y

The consequences of this are:

i). p2 | Λ, is a closed embedding identifying Λ, (deep space) to a closed
regular involutive manifold V Ă T˚Y (foliation).
ii). p1 | Λ, is smooth and surjection. T˚X, could represent in mathematical
physics an observable set of the space-time.

Then the cycle CypGq P Λ, @y P Y is justly the co-normal bundle and this
tends to be singular. Then we can re-write the Kashiwaras theorem in de-
rived categories as follows:

“The construction of a smoothed characteristic cycle gives origin to a full em-
bedding of derived categories Db

RSpVqpEXq (full subcategory of objectsM that
have cohomology groups with regular singularities along V) into MRSpVqpEXq
(sheaf of micro-differential X)”

The EX- modules conform a support ring of the DX- modules. A EX-
module is a ring of micro-differential formal operators of finite order on
T˚X.
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We consider CV “codimV, in T˚Y. then we have the following local model
of correspondences:

Lemma 3.1 Assume that (2. 2) is a closed embedding and the assumptions given
in i), and ii) above. Then for every pp, qq P Λ exists open subsets UX,UY Ă T˚Y,
with p P UX, and q P UY and Z, a complex manifold of dimension cV. Also we

define a contact transformationψ : Uq
�

ÝÑ U'X ˆ T˚Z, such that IdUX
ˆψ, induces

an isomorphism of correspondences

ΛX pUX ˆ UYq ΛX ˆ T˚Z (3.2)

p1Ö Œpα2
�

ÝÑ p1Ö Œpα2

UX V ˆ Uq UX U'X ˆ T˚Z,

where ΛX P UX ˆ U'X is the graph of a contact transformation

χ : UX
�

ÝÑ U'X, (3.3)

and pα2 , denotes the projection

UX ˆ U'αX ˆ T˚Z
�

ÝÑ U'X ˆ T˚Z (3.4)

Then is clear that of the before lemma, we can characterize the cycles
propitious to determine an full embedding of derived categories of the full
subcategory of sheaves of K- vector spaces comprising complexes with a
constructible cohomology as of the type H0pΦSpMqq “ ModRSpVqpDYq. The
super-indice α, in the projection pα2 , defines a natural isomorphism which
exist in the micro-local structure of the derived category of functors of the
moduli space that will relate the derived categories of coherent D- modules
with the categories of objectsM that have cohomology groups with regular
singularities along V. This will permit a classification of differential opera-
tors of the field equations in the holomorphic vector bundles, and likewise to
obtain the integrals or solutions of the field equations through the solution
classes defined by the corresponding cohomology groups. This groups are
obtained in natural way through the different Penrose transform versions
or related with other geometrical integral transforms as given for twistor
transform, Radon transform, etcetera.

Let f : S Ñ X, be a morphism, and denote by f !, and f ´1 the proper direct
image and inverse image for D- modules and we denote by ⊠, the exterior
tensor product. ToM P Db

RSpVqpDXq, and using (2. 7) we associate its dual
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DM “ RHomDX
pM,DX bOX

ΩbXq, (3.5)

Here DX bOX
Ωb “ OX, where ΩX, is the sheaf of holomorphic forms of

maximal degree. We also set DM “ D'MrdXs. Thus D'M, and DM belong
to Db

RSpVqpDXq. We defineK PMΛpDq, to be a simple DXˆY- module alongΛ.
Remember that Λ is the Lagrangian manifold of Lagrangian submanifolds
that must be corresponded to the m- folds of the Calabi-Yau manifold Y.

In particular K , is regular holonomic and hence DK , is concentrated in
degree zero. ForM P Db

RSpVqpDXq, andN P Db
RSpVqpDYq, we have

ΦKM “ q2!pKL b OXˆYq´1

1
Mq, (3.6)

where q1, and q2, are defined by X
q1ÝÑ X ˆ Y

q2
ÝÑ Y, and also the inverse

functor

ΨKN “ q1!pDK bL OXˆYq´1

2
NqrdX ´ dYs, (3.7)

where

ΦKM “ H jΦKM, (3.8)

and

Ψ
j
KN “ H jΨKN , (3.9)

Therefore by this way we are establishing and constructing the more
general version of D- modules transform (possibly a generalized Penrose
transform with support suppK ) that we need to the field theory phenom-
ena in the UniverseM. We are interested in calculate explicitely the image of
a DX- module associated to a line bundle to be consistent in “quantization”
in equivalences to obtain solution classes defined by cohomology groups to
the field equations.

The before functor (3. 9) through of suppK ,must help to obtain of equiv-
alences through the isomorphisms that we need. A result to the respect is:

Theorem 3.1. Assume that q1, and q2, are proper on suppK , and assume i) and
ii) given in the beginning of this section. LetM be a simple DX- module along T˚Y
and letN , be a simple DY- module along V. Then
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a) Φ0
K , andΨ0

K , send isomorphisms (isomorphism modulo flat connections
ϕ : M Ñ N) to isomorphisms (isomorphism modulo flat connections
ψ : N ÑM).

b) Φ0
KM, is simple along V, and Ψ0

KN , is simple along T˚X. Moreover

Φ
j
KM, andΨ

j
KN , are flat connections for j , 0.

c) The natural adjunction morphismsM Ñ Ψ0
KΦ

0
KM, and Φ0

KΨ
0
KN Ñ N ,

are isomorphisms modulo flat connections. In particular, the functors

ModCohpT˚X,OXq
Ψ0
KÐÝÝ ModCohpV,OYq,

ÝÝÑ
Φ0
K

(3.10)

Are quasi-inverse to each other, and thus establish equivalence of cate-
gories. In D- modules theory the category given by ModCohpV,OYq is of the
simple DY- modules along V.

The following step is give a result of equivalences between categories
that suggest the extension to the before functors to the category of the vector
bundle of lines where will can to be given a classification of the differential
operators belonging to sheaves defined in the section 2, of this work, and
have been published and reported in [8, 9].

Theorem 3. 2 [3].With the same hypothesis as in the before theorem 3. 1, as-
sume also d ě 3. With the notation of the theorem 2. 1, given in the section 2, then
the following correspondence is an equivalence of categories

ModCohpDLq
Ψ0
K

F
ÐÝÝ ModCohpV,OYq,

ÝÝÑ
GΦ0
K

(3.11)

A classification through generalized Verma modules to the solution class
of field equations has been the work presented and published in the refer-
ences mentioned.

As a corollary, using the Penrose transform, which can be of Radon type
in a Lagrangian manifoldΛ, we can obtain on the complex Minkowski space
M, the simple DM- modules along the characteristic manifold V, of the wave
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equation, which are classified by (half) integers called helicities hpkq.

Then the moduli space that we want must be the space of equivalences
using geometrical additional hypothesis. ModCohpDLq, is the full subcate-
gory of ModCohpDXq, whose open sets are of the DL type to some bundle of
lines L.

In particular if N , is a simple DY- module along V, exist an unique (up
to OX- linear isomorphism) lines bundle L, on X, such that N � Φ0

KDL, in
ModCohpDY,OYq.

Then applying the theorem 2. 1, which says that simple DY- modules
along V, are classified to flat connections for category of holomorphic vector
bundles with flat connections, then we have the coherent D- modules space:

ModCohpV,OYq “ tMpDY ´ modules�singularities (3.12)

to along the involutive mani f old V� f lat connectionsqu,

Then the theorem 2. 1, concludes that

Φ0
KDLÐ Φ0

KpΨ0
KNq Ñ N , (3.13)

where we are interested in the image of a DY- module associated to a line
bundle to the “quantization” in the field theory required.

To this “quantization” of these equivalences we consider a coherent D- mod-
uleM, to be a simple DX- module along T˚X, and letN , a simple DY- module
along V. Then D'M⊠N , is a simple DXˆY- module along T˚X ˆ V. Here the
important notion is that @p P Λ, a section s P HomDXˆY

pD'M ⊠N ,Kq, which
is not degenerated at p, if for a simple generator u, of D'M⊠N , at p, the com-
position spuq, is a non-degenerated section ofK , at p. In little words: locally
simple modules admit simple generators and can be checked immediately
that this definition does not depend on the choice of such generators.

The before stays with more precision considering that D'M ⊠ N , is non-
degenerated onΛ, if S, is non-degenerated of any p P Λ, then exists a natural
isomorphism
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α : HomDXˆY
pD'M ⊠N ,Kq Ñ HomDY

pN ,ΦKpMqq, (3.14)

In this level, the equivalences stay determined to the D- modules context
and a section S, defines a DY- linear morphism

αpsq : N Ñ ΦKpMq, (3.15)

Then we to obtain the differential operators classification in the flat con-
nections with the determinant condition of non-degeneration of S, in Λ.
If furthermore we consider additionally the geometrical hypothesis estab-
lished by the geometrical Langlands duality, then in the holomorphic vector
bundles context we can establish equivalences of the coherent D- modules
defined before (on Λ) and holomorphic G- bundles.

As last result to preparing of these equivalences, we have the following
result.

Theorem 3. 3. [3, 10].With the above notations, if s, is non-degenerated on
Λ, then αpsq, is an isomorphism modulo flat connections.

We can observe that when Λ, is the graph of a contact transformation
(where V, is open in T˚Y) the theorem 3. 3, is reduced to the so-called
“quantizing contact transformation”, in pseudo-differential equations.

4 Main Result and a Lemma on Equivalence of

Characteristic Cycle Spaces

We define the category Modb
goodpDX; T˚Xq, as the localization of Modb

goodpDXq,
for the thick sub-category of holomorphic bundles endowed with the flat
connection belonging to the D- module:

MX “ tM P ModgoodpDXq | charpMq Ă T˚X ˆ Xu, (4.1)

In particular the objects of Modb
goodpDX; T˚Xq, are the same objects of

ModgoodpDXq, and a morphism w : M Ñ M' in ModgoodpDXq, is transformed
in an isomorphism in Modb

goodpDX; T˚Xq, if ker w, and coker w, correspond to

(4.1). 3

3Equivalent to say that Ew : EMÑ EM', is an isomorphism on T˚X. Here each element
E belongs to a chain complex category KompAq, where A, is an Abelian category.
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In a similar way we define MY, and the category Modb
goodpDY; T˚Yq, which

are obtained by localization of objects in the category ModRSpVqpDYq, respect
to MY. Remember that we want all objects of full embedding of derived
categories of the full subcategory of sheaves of K- vector spaces comprising
complexes with a constructible cohomology as of the type H0pΦSpMqq “
ModRSpVqpDYq.

In the context of the generalized D- modules, the generalized Penrose trans-
form version carries to a functor

ΦS ` additional geometrical hypothesis, (4.2)

which establishes the equivalenes of the moduli space

MdrS{Ys “ tMpDY ´modules{singularities along the involutive mani f old (4.3)

V{ f lat connections � H‚pU,Oqu,

considering the moduli space like base

MdrS{Ys “ tMpDX ´ modules{ f lat conections � KerpU,lhpkqqqu (4.4)

Then the cohomology on moduli spaces is the cohomology on the space-
timeM, with an equivalence like given in the classic Penrose transform to a
more general cohomology group that H‚pU,OPpkqq , and whose dimension
can be calculated by intersection methods.

We consider the cohomology groups of zero dimension of the functorsΦS,
andΨS∽ , we get functors that we will can denote byΦ0

S, andΨ0
S∽ , respectively.

In other words we obtain the images:

Φ0
S “ H0pΦSpMqq, Ψ0

S∽ “ H0pΨS∽pMqq, (4.5)

where using the theorem 2. 1, (using the local and microlocal analysis of
the before sections) are established the correspondences between categories:

ModgoodpDXq
Ψ0
KÐÝÝ ModRSpVqpDYq,

ÝÝÑ
Φ0
K

(4.6)
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By (2. 1), (4. 3) and (4. 4) these equivalences conform the moduli space
[11]:

M “ tM | ΓH‚
DX

pHompModgoodqpDXqq,ModRSpVqpDYqq “ (4.7)

H0pΦSpMqq, @DX,DY P Mpderived D ´ modulesqu,

The additional geometrical hypothesis in the functor (4. 2) comes estab-
lished by the Langlands geometrical duality [29] which says that the derived
category of coherent sheaves on a moduli space MFlatr

LG,Cs, where C, is the
complex given by

C : ¨ ¨ ¨ d j´1

ÝÑ E j´1 d j

ÝÑ E j d j`1

ÝÑ E j`1 d j`2

ÝÑ E j`2 d j`3

ÝÑ . . . , (4.8)

is equivalent to the derived category of D- modules on the moduli space
of holomorphic vector G- bundles given by BGpCq, [23]. These equivalences
permit to map points of MFlatr

LG,Cs, to a Hecke eigen-sheaf given by BGpCq.

Theorem (F. Bulnes) 4. 1.The moduli space obtained by this way, is the moduli
space MFlatr

LG,Cs, where characteristic cycles are the Lagrangian submanifolds
Λ, defined with a complex C, of certain special sheaf of holomorphic G- bundles
(eigensheaf of Hecke).

Proof. [7]. ˛

The Hecke eigensheaf BGpCq, will be conformed by the Lagrangians CpGq,
whose sheaf Gmust be to the Lagrangians of Y. Remember that Λ is the La-
grangian manifold of Lagrangian submanifolds that must be corresponded
to the m- folds of the Calabi-Yau manifold Y.

Then an application in field theory on the space-time M, which can be
identified by the Hitchin moduli space:

M ≕MHrG,Cs, (4.9)

can be of fact the existence of equivalences between D- modules of BGpCq,
and some D- branes on MHrG,Cs. This carry us to an example in which
characteristic cycles as Lagrangians can have their equivalent in a flat space
Pn`4d, of a corresponding supertwistor space PT, as lines bundles, which is
the demonstration of the equivalence between objects of certain class as sin-
gularities of the space-time and objects of the moduli space (4. 3). Remember
that in the more simple case we can have polynomials of a homogeneous
lines bundle corresponding to the complex projective space P3, where zeros
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of the polynomial are identified for the singularities of the space-time.

Then a corollary, is the following integration on complex super-projective
space to tack the SOp4,Rq, space-time through D- branes, and the problem of
singularities stays saved using a criteria of dimension of the cotangent space
corresponding to the singularity [7]. This is equivalent to the Langlands
ramification problem with a singular connection [13]. But this problem has
been solvented through to define connections with regular singularities [13].

We can give the following technical lemma on equivalence between ob-
jects of the moduli space (4. 3) and the singularities (holes of the space-time
M, with the corresponding characterization given by (4. 9))

Lemma (F. Bulnes) 4. 2. Characteristic cycles in CpGq, as Lagrangians have
their equivalent in a flat spacePn`4d, (corresponding to the supertwistor spacePT,)
as lines bundles in P∽. The cycles in CpGq, are solutions to the field equation on
L-. Holomorphic Bundles, to the space-timeM, which includes singularities.

Proof. We consider the equivalences between the moduli spaces [7, 14]:

MG´equi variantrG{H,C^s �MG´equi variantrCY,C∽s, (4.10)

where by the construction given in the section 3, and fixing a holomorphic
vector bundle E, we have:

C^ “ CCpGq “

#

CypGq P Λ | Ipωq “

ż

CypGq,yPY

Trpωq^vol, @ω P Ω0,‚pY,EndpEqq

+

(4.11)
which is the category of Lagrangian submanifolds ofΛ. The complex C∽,

is the complex where Y- manifolds (that are orbifolds of a CY- manifold) are
as P- modules. Then their elements are D- branes in the orbifolds like D-
modules on lines bundles in P∽. In (4.11), the complex C, follows being the
complex defined (4. 8) and Trpωq ^ vol, is the Lagrangian that defines the
action of each section of the holomorphic vector bundle on Λ. But this last
is a L-. Holomorphic Bundle,

To the inverse process we have that the dg- algebra is the dg- algebra de
Dolbeault of p0, ‚q- forms Ω0,‚pY,EndpEqq, which clarly is una dg- algebra of
endomorphisms of a generator of the derived category DbpCohpYqq, where Y,
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is Calabi-Yau. ButΩ0,‚pY,EndpEqq is holomorphically smooth compact finite
dimensional. Then the existence of a non-degenerated cohomology class
rϕs, defined by the functor image ΦSpModgoodpDXqq, of cycles is guarantied
and (4. 7) is satisfied. Then

ΓH‚
DX

HompModgoodpDXq,ModRSpVqpDYqq “ H0pΦSpMqq, (4.12)

records in a moduli space of holomorphic bundles which is an extension
of the transformed cycles by the classic Penrose transform. By the theorem
3. 3, the equivalence established in (4. 12) is an isomorphism modulo flat
connections. ˛

5 Conclusions

The equivalence between two derived categories of two objects class has
been demonstrated on the base to construct and determine a moduli space
as equivalences space of algebraic objects as coherent D- modules and ge-
ometrical objects as G-invariant holomorphic vector bundles, where are
established the field equations solutions to different parameters of helicities
considering isomorphisms modulo flat connections.
This can bring in consequence an adequate classification of differential op-
erators to different field equations considering their corresponding classify-
ing spaces through Verma modules in the context of cohomology groups,
that define the integrals or solutions to these equations [9]. Likewise, this
method, which use inverse methods in geometry, could extend the integral
geometry methods used to explore the Universe through a integrals theory
which can join the macroscopic and microscopic aspects of the space-time.
The limitations can be, how much can we extend the holomorficity of the
structure of the time-space model to obtain integrals of field equations in an
even meromorphic context, to include many of the aspects of field theory
that occur in the Universe. Possibly using ramifications of the Langlands
correspondences in the meromorphic context, where can be constructed
a generalized Penrose transform as the extended Ward-Penrose transform
could be useful in this case. The power of the methods is the obtaining
of solution classes through the functors, which even can be in the derived
geometry context to the stacks and infinite algebras establishing correspon-
dence between operators of these algebras and complex vector bundles of
the stacks. Then can be constructed a Universe theory through integration
invariants as is explained in integral geometry. The lemma proposed is a
technical lemma which goes focused to prove that each Hecke eigensheaf will
be conformed by the Lagrangians whose sheaf must be to the Lagrangians
of a Calabi-Yau manifold. The Hecke eigensheaf will be obtained through
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functors constructed via integral transforms on algebraic D-modules. The
lemma establishes the correspondence between distinct objects context (alge-
braic and geometrical objects) in a clear example of the power of this method.
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Technical Notation

DX- It's the sheaf of rings of holomorphic linear operators (a D- module).

G- Coherent sheaf of the DY- modules ΦS˚M.

dg- Algebra - Differential graded algebra.

Λ- Manifold of Lagrangian submanifolds.

lhpkq- Wave operator. This is a differential operator that composes the
wave equation on the space R4, on different helicities hpkq, @k P Z`.

OX- Sheaf of holomorphic functions on a complex manifold X.

M- Complex Riemannian manifold that models the space-time which is
defined formally asM´ � R4 bR C.

CpGq- Cycles space on the sheaf G.

EndpEq- Edomorphisms spaces of a holomorphic vector bundle E.

⊠- Tensor exterior product of modules.

H0pΦSpMqq- Cohomology group or solution space of integral objects in
the category ModRSpVqpDYq. These are extended solutions that we want to
the field equation (wave equation) in the space-time including singularities
(sources or holes), using the integral transforms scheme.

CY- Calabi Yau manifold. It's a microscopic model of space-time devel-
oped through strings theory.
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BGpCq- Hecke eigensheaf which has nature D- modules space on the moduli
space of holomorphic vector G- bundles on the complex defined in (4. 8).

D- branes- It's a D- module defined on L- Holomorphic Bundle or also
can be defined as D- modules on lines bundles in a dual of a projective
space. The D- branes, from a point of view of the pure field theory are fields
that can stack geometrical objects in the space-time, for example hypersur-
faces.

MHrG,Cs- Hitchin moduli space, which establishes equivalences between
algebraic and geometrical objects in the space-time, for example dimensions
of algebras, cohomology classes, holomorphic vector bundles or G- invariant
local systems. The complex Riemannian manifold model of the space-time
can be identified by the corresponding Hitchin moduli space. It's very useful
to define identities and relations with other moduli space.

P‚- Complex projective space of certain dimension ‚.

DbpCohpYqq- Derived category of the coherent D- modules that are solu-
tions (as orbifolds) in a Calabi-Yau manifold.

MdrS{Ys- Moduli space of equivalences established or determined by the
functors (4. 2). This moduli space establishes the solutions of the field
equations through kernels of the field equations whose cohomology group
is H‚pU,Oq.

ModCohpDLq- Category of the coherent D- modules on the lines bundle
L. This category is the full subcategory of ModCohpDXq. The corresponding
differential operators are constructed on a graded algebra DL.

ModCohpV,OYq- Category of the simple DY- modules along V.
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